Hyperspectral remote sensing is used in precision agriculture to remotely and quickly acquire crop phenotype information. This paper describes the generation of a digital orthophoto map (DOM) and radiometric calibration for images taken by a miniaturized snapshot hyperspectral camera mounted on a lightweight unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). The snapshot camera is a relatively new type of hyperspectral sensor that can acquire an image cube with one spectral and two spatial dimensions at one exposure. The images acquired by the hyperspectral snapshot camera need to be mosaicked together to produce a DOM and radiometrically calibrated before analysis. However, the spatial resolution of hyperspectral cubes is too low to mosaic the images together. Furthermore, there are no systematic radiometric calibration methods or procedures for snapshot hyperspectral images acquired from low-altitude carrier platforms. In this study, we obtained hyperspectral imagery using a snapshot hyperspectral sensor mounted on a UAV. We quantitatively evaluated the radiometric response linearity (RRL) and radiometric response variation (RRV) and proposed a method to correct the RRV effect. We then introduced a method to interpolate position and orientation system (POS) information and generate a DOM with low spatial resolution and a digital elevation model (DEM) using a 3D mesh model built from panchromatic images with high spatial resolution. The relative horizontal geometric precision of the DOM was validated by comparison with a DOM generated from a digital RGB camera. A surface crop model (CSM) was produced from the DEM, and crop height for 48 sampling plots was extracted and compared with the corresponding field-measured crop height to verify the relative precision of the DEM. Finally, we applied two absolute radiometric calibration methods to the generated DOM and verified their accuracy via comparison with spectra measured with an ASD Field Spec Pro spectrometer (Analytical Spectral Devices, Boulder, CO, USA). The DOM had high relative horizontal accuracy, and compared with the digital camera-derived DOM, spatial differences were below 0.05 m (RMSE = 0.035). The determination coefficient for a regression between DEM-derived and field-measured crop height was 0.680. The radiometric precision was 5% for bands between 500 and 945 nm, and the reflectance curve in the infrared spectral region did not decrease as in previous research. The pixel and data sizes for the DOM corresponding to a field area of approximately 85 m × 34 m were small (0.67 m and approximately 13.1 megabytes, respectively), which is convenient for data transmission, preprocessing and analysis. The proposed Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 642; doi:10.3390/rs9070642 www.mdpi.com/journal/remotesensing Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 642 2 of 21 method for radiometric calibration and DOM generation from hyperspectral cubes can be used to yield hyperspectral imagery products for various applications, particularly precision agriculture.
Introduction
Hyperspectral remote sensing can be used to analyze the biophysical and biochemical characteristics of crops [1] . Such information is crucial for improving crop management (e.g., optimizing fertilizers, pesticides, seeds, etc.), achieving high yield, maximizing profits and avoiding needless waste of resources [2] [3] [4] . Traditionally, field spectrometers and aerial-or satellite-based sensors have been used to acquire hyperspectral data [5] [6] [7] . Aerial and satellite hyperspectral imaging technologies have shown potential for commercial agricultural applications, but expectations have not been fully realized due to the low spatial resolution of satellite imagery and the high cost of aerial platforms. Techniques for collecting remote sensing data are becoming more feasible due to the emergence of new carrier platforms and imaging sensors such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and lightweight hyperspectral cameras. UAVs are being increasingly employed in fields such as agriculture, environmental monitoring, topographic cartography, military reconnaissance, geological prospecting, grassland monitoring and urban planning [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . UAVs are becoming a competitive platform for remote sensing-based precision agriculture because they can be easily and cost-effectively deployed to acquire geospatial data with high temporal and spatial resolutions [14] . UAVs equipped with global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) and inertial navigation systems (INS) can derive geo-referenced images for applications in various geographic locations [15] .
There are two main types of lightweight hyperspectral imaging sensors for UAVs: pushbroom and snapshot hyperspectral imagers. The main representatives for pushbroom ones are the Standard Micro-Hyperspec (Headwall Photonics, Fitchburg, MA, USA) and OCI-1000 (Bayspec, San Jose, CA, USA), while the representatives for frame-area ones are UHD 185, UHD 199 (Cubert GmbH, Ulm, Baden-Württemberg, Germany) and OCI-2000 (Bayspec, San Jose, CA, USA). Pushbroom hyperspectral imagers use a 2D detector array to obtain one spatial and one spectral dimension image simultaneously, whereas a snapshot sensor obtains two spatial dimensions and one spectral dimension in one shot. The geometric quality of images scanned from pushbroom hyperspectral scanners is sensitive to position and orientation, which are established through a direct geo-referencing unit onboard the imaging platform [15] . Snapshot imaging sensors can obtain bundles of frames at the same time to form an image with two spatial dimensions with tens to hundreds of bands, and therefore, only the exterior orientation of the entire 3D image needs to be obtained, thus avoiding geometric instability. In this study, we adopted the UHD 185 imaging spectrometer, which simultaneously captures a low spatial resolution hyperspectral cube and a high spatial resolution panchromatic (PAN) image in one shot.
Snapshot hyperspectral sensors show potential for further applications in precision agriculture. Existing studies utilizing hyperspectral imaging sensors are sparse compared with those utilizing non-imaging hyperspectral sensors. Field ASD hyperspectral radiometers have long been used in agricultural applications [16] , such as the inversion of crop parameters [17] [18] [19] , crop disease and pest monitoring [20] [21] [22] , etc. Pushbroom hyperspectral sensors have been developed and deployed for agricultural applications. In many cases, they are mounted on a rotatable platform, which is placed on a tripod and remotely controlled by a computer [23, 24] . Compared with field spectrometers, pushbroom hyperspectral imaging sensors are harder to deploy and require more people for operation, making them inconvenient and less efficient for proximal measurements. In contrast, snapshot hyperspectral devices produce smaller data products, require less computing and human resources, are easier to integrate with UAVs and avoid difficulties in the image mosaic, geometric distortions and data acquisition efficiency.
Snapshot hyperspectral cubes need to be mosaicked together to obtain a panoramic hyperspectral DOM for an entire area. This is typically accomplished with structure-from-motion (SfM) photogrammetry [25, 26] , which is a process for extracting geometric structures from camera images taken from different camera stations. General steps for the 3D reconstruction are as follows: (1) feature point extraction using the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) algorithm [27] ; (2) feature matching [28] ; (3) applying the SfM algorithm [29] and a bundle block adjustment [30] to recover the image poses [31] and build sparse 3D feature points; (4) building dense 3D point clouds from camera poses estimated from Step (3) and sparse 3D feature points using the multi-view stereo (MVS) algorithm [31] ; and (5) building a 3D polygonal mesh of the object surface based on the dense cloud. Good results from the SfM algorithm rely significantly on the quality (proper image texture, image block geometry, divergence, etc.) and resolution of input images, and it is beneficial to use high-quality images [32] . Many studies have proven the capacity of SfM photogrammetry for reconstructing 3D models using snapshot images [33] [34] [35] [36] . However, due to technological limitations, the image resolution of snapshot hyperspectral cameras is not high enough for feature point extraction. Conventional SfM photogrammetry is not suited for direct mosaicking of snapshot hyperspectral cubes.
The aim of radiometric calibration is to correctly convert raw data into physically-meaningful reflectance values, while removing deviations caused by the hyperspectral sensor itself and the atmosphere. Raw data from hyperspectral imaging sensors contain information about the interaction of solar radiation with the atmosphere, the Earth's surface and the imaging sensor [37] , and they are significantly affected by these environmental conditions and sensor characteristics [38] . Accurate radiometric calibration of hyperspectral imaging data is necessary to improve the consistency of datasets from different sources and to perform quantitative remote sensing analyses by reducing spatiotemporal variability in environmental and instrumental effects [39] . Radiometric calibration can be achieved by physically-or empirically-based methods [40] . In low-altitude applications, a linear approximation is feasible for generating reflectance products [41] .
The objectives of this study were to generate a geometrically-registered DOM from hyperspectral cubes captured by a lightweight imaging spectrometer mounted on a UAV platform equipped with a position and orientation system (POS) and an inertial measurement unit (IMU) that performs a precise radiometric calibration. The paper is structured as follows: The hyperspectral data collection system and data acquisition processes are presented in Section 2, as well as the methods used to evaluate the radiometric response linearity (RRL), evaluate and correct the RRV, interpolate POS information, generate the DOM and perform the radiometric calibration. Section 3 presents the results and precision of the interpolated POS information and spectral and radiometric calibrations. The advantages, disadvantages and further improvements for the snapshot hyperspectral imager are discussed in Section 4. The advantages and disadvantages of the methods employed in this study are analyzed and compared with other methods used in previous studies. We also discuss other factors that may influence the geometric precision and radiometric calibration of the DOM (e.g., accuracy of POS information recorded with the global position system (GPS) and IMU and changes in environmental temperature). Finally, we discuss the potential applications of the hyperspectral camera in agriculture.
Materials and Methods

Experimental Equipment
Hyperspectral Imaging System
The UAV-based hyperspectral imaging system includes four main components: a hyperspectral camera, a miniaturized computer and a multi-rotor UAV with GPS and INS modules. The UHD 185 imaging spectrometer features a relative balance between spatial and spectral resolutions. The main performance parameters of the hyperspectral camera are listed in Table 1 . The UHD 185 is tiny and lightweight (as low as 470 g). It captures 138 spectral bands with a sampling interval of 4 nm. The manufacturer recommends the use of 125 bands ranging from 454-950 nm for better imaging quality. The light passing through the lens of the UHD 185 is split into two beams. The first beam, containing 20% of the entire light power, enters the panchromatic camera to create high-resolution PAN images, while the other, containing 80% of the entire light power, enters the hyperspectral camera to create a hyperspectral cube. The image cube is created by projecting different bands onto different parts of a CCD [39] . A 50 × 50 pixel hyperspectral cube with a 12-bit dynamic range and a PAN image with a resolution of 1000 × 1000 pixels are created in one shot. A microcomputer is connected to the camera to control the hyperspectral sensor; it then receives the data and stores them in a flash drive. A DJI Spreading Wings S1000+ multi-rotor UAV (DJI, Shenzhen, China) was employed as the carrier platform. It has a total weight of 4.2 kg and a takeoff weight of up to 11 kg. It has a flight endurance of approximately 15 min (for 9.5 kg takeoff weight and 15,000-mAH battery capacity). It features eight wings for stability in windy conditions, even if it loses a rotor.
The GPS and IMU modules were integrated onto the UAV, which boasts horizontal and vertical position errors of approximately 2.0 m and 5.0 m, respectively, with orientation precision of approximately one degree. The position and orientation information were logged to an onboard memory card during the UAV flight. A Sony DSC-QX100 lens-style digital camera, which is small (4.5 × 4 × 4.5 inches) and captures images up to 5472 × 3648 pixels, was deployed alongside with the hyperspectral sensor.
Illumination Sources and Spectrometers
We used a wavelength calibration source for UV-Vis shortwave NIR spectrophotometric systems (HG-1 Mercury Argon Calibration Source, Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL, USA) as the light source to implement the spectral calibration. A certified optical integrating sphere (USR-SR 2000, LabSphere, North Sutton, NH, USA) was used to evaluate the RRL of the imaging sensor. It was equipped with a 150-Watt argon lamp and a 175-Watt xenon lamp for producing calibrated irradiance levels of traceable uncertainties and an SC6000 spectrometer to measure the radiance intensity of light.
An ASD Field Spec Pro spectrometer was used to measure the ground reflectance curves of the field samples. The ASD spectrometer consists of a spectrometer unit, a computer and a fiber optic probe. The instrument features a measurable spectral range from 350-2500 nm with 2151 continuous bands. It operates with a 5 • full-field-of-view fore-optics. A white Spectralon ® panel (LabSphere, North Sutton, NH, USA) was used as a standard reference target to obtain reflectance from the spectrometer.
Experimental Field and Data Acquisition
The flight was conducted at the National Research and Demonstration Station for Precision Agriculture (40 • 10 31 N, 116 • 26 38 E) located in Xiaotangshan, Changping District, Beijing, China (Figure 1 ), on 26 April 2015. The average altitude of the site is 35 m above sea level. The day was sunny, and the sky was clear. The flight campaign was conducted between 10:00 and 13:00 to allow collection under prevailing direct solar irradiation rather than prevailing diffuse irradiation conditions. Five artificial directionally isotropic (near-Lambertian) tarps were placed on flat ground. The reflectance curves of these tarps were measured with an ASD Field Spec Pro spectrometer before the flight operation and can be deemed stable as long as the tarps remain uncontaminated. Before the flight, we collected a hyperspectral cube of the Spectralon ® panel, which can be considered a Lambert reflector, for correction and calibration of the hyperspectral images. We flew the UAV at an altitude of 50 m above the ground, and the estimated ground sampling distances (GSD) were 0.017 m and 0.34 m for PAN and hyperspectral images; the speed was fixed at 5 m/s; and the image forward and side overlaps were set to 70% and 60%, respectively. The Sony DSC-QX100 digital camera, whose shooting was in sync with the recording of POS (Figure 2 ), was also used to acquire images. sunny, and the sky was clear. The flight campaign was conducted between 10:00 and 13:00 to allow collection under prevailing direct solar irradiation rather than prevailing diffuse irradiation conditions. Five artificial directionally isotropic (near-Lambertian) tarps were placed on flat ground. The reflectance curves of these tarps were measured with an ASD Field Spec Pro spectrometer before the flight operation and can be deemed stable as long as the tarps remain uncontaminated. Before the flight, we collected a hyperspectral cube of the Spectralon ® panel, which can be considered a Lambert reflector, for correction and calibration of the hyperspectral images. We flew the UAV at an altitude of 50 m above the ground, and the estimated ground sampling distances (GSD) were 0.017 m and 0.34 m for PAN and hyperspectral images; the speed was fixed at 5 m/s; and the image forward and side overlaps were set to 70% and 60%, respectively. The Sony DSC-QX100 digital camera, whose shooting was in sync with the recording of POS (Figure 2 ), was also used to acquire images. sunny, and the sky was clear. The flight campaign was conducted between 10:00 and 13:00 to allow collection under prevailing direct solar irradiation rather than prevailing diffuse irradiation conditions. Five artificial directionally isotropic (near-Lambertian) tarps were placed on flat ground. The reflectance curves of these tarps were measured with an ASD Field Spec Pro spectrometer before the flight operation and can be deemed stable as long as the tarps remain uncontaminated. Before the flight, we collected a hyperspectral cube of the Spectralon ® panel, which can be considered a Lambert reflector, for correction and calibration of the hyperspectral images. We flew the UAV at an altitude of 50 m above the ground, and the estimated ground sampling distances (GSD) were 0.017 m and 0.34 m for PAN and hyperspectral images; the speed was fixed at 5 m/s; and the image forward and side overlaps were set to 70% and 60%, respectively. The Sony DSC-QX100 digital camera, whose shooting was in sync with the recording of POS (Figure 2 ), was also used to acquire images. Spectral and radiometric calibration of the UHD 185 imaging spectrometer were carried out before operation to reveal sensor-specific spectral characteristics and facilitate the transformation of digital number (DN) counts into physically-meaningful radiance units (mW cm 2 sr −1 µm −1 ) [42] . A linear radiometric response is ideal for obtaining quantitative measurements of radiance or reflectance [43] . A non-linear radiometric response may result in inaccurate reflectance values if a linear calibration model is used.
The linear relationship between the DN counts and incident radiation intensity (W sr −1 m −2 nm −1 ) was determined using Equations (1) and (2) . Eighteen groups of DN counts and radiance intensity values were measured, and the linear model (Equation (1)) was obtained with the least squares method (LSM). Raw images from the UHD 185 were digitized in the 12-bit sensor range, and the maximal signal strength was 4096 DNs. We subtracted the dark current (DC) cube from the hyperspectral cubes before calculating the RRL.Ŷ
where DN i is the mean value of a specific band of the hyperspectral cube; gain and offset are coefficients of the linear model; n denotes the number of samples; and Y i andŶ represent the measured and estimated radiance values, respectively. The RRL is band dependent, and the RRL values of all bands were calculated.
Radiometric Response Variation
The radiometric response patterns in a single band of the hyperspectral cube vary from pixel to pixel due to the influence of sensor-based factors such as noise and vignetting. The vignetting effect (i.e., a drop in intensity from the image center to its edges) is a common artifact in photography due to the foreshortening of rays at oblique angles to the optical axis and the obstruction of light by the stop or lens rim [44] . The prominent cause of the vignetting effect is off-axis illumination falloff or the cos law [45] . The RRV effect is not desirable in hyperspectral applications, where precise spectral information is needed, and will cause errors in ground object identification and image classification.
Accurate quantitative evaluations and measurements are needed to correct the vignetting effect. A parametric model can be built to simplify estimation and minimize the influence of the image. Aasen [46] built a look-up table containing the correction coefficients for each band of the UHD 185 image and applied it to the hyperspectral cube. However, this method is time consuming, and the RRV effect may still be evident after applying the correction.
To eliminate the RRV effect, we employed the ratio of two bands with the same wavelength, but captured under different illumination intensities (Equation (3)), and the corresponding bands of the DC cube were subtracted from both bands. This method is based on the hypothesis that the radiometric response for every pixel is linear. One band was chosen as a reference band, as shown in the denominator of Equation (3). The hyperspectral cube of the Spectralon ® panel was chosen as the reference cube.
where DN i,j,λ , DN c i,j,λ and DC i,j,λ denote the DN counts of the hyperspectral cube, reference hyperspectral cube and DC cube, respectively; and i, j and λ represent the pixel row number, column number and wavelength, respectively. MR i,j,λ is the result after correction.
The radiance response variation was quantified using the formula below:
where I λ represents the radiance response variation and v λ and m λ are the variance value and the mean DN value of the band at wavelength λ.
Generation of the DOM
Preliminary Processing of POS Data and Hyperspectral Images
POS information for every cube is needed to obtain a georeferenced DOM from hyperspectral cubes [15] . The POS information includes parameters for estimating the exterior orientation of the aerial vehicle-based images, which is necessary for approximate measurements of the bundle adjustment [47] . One of the disadvantages of the UHD 185 is the lack of a compatible hardware interface through which other devices can control the image acquisition. The UHD 185 continuously shoots at a pre-set time interval once it is configured and triggered by the control program installed on the miniature PC. Shooting and recording of the POS items are independent and are not recorded synchronously, which will cause discrepancies in recording time and frequency.
We used two processing procedures to obtain POS information for the hyperspectral images. First, the hyperspectral images shot while the UAV was taking off, adjusting itself, switching between flight strips and landing were discarded. Second, we modeled the POS information and applied the models to calculate the POS information of the hyperspectral images. Useless images were easy to identify because the UAV flew in a specific direction, and the direction of ground features in the images changed when the UAV adjusted itself. Linear and polynomial models were used to describe changes in UAV positions and orientations. POS items for each hyperspectral image were obtained according to the fitted model in Equation (5), which was applied in Equations (6) and (7):
where n and n are the number of POS items and hyperspectral cubes for a flight strip; x and x are the serial numbers from 1 -n and n , respectively; and y and y are corresponding POS parameters. Different models were employed for different parameters: a linear model for longitude and latitude (Equation (8)), a cubic polynomial model for pitch and roll angle (Equation (9)) and a mean value for flight altitude and yaw angle (Equation (10)), where a 0 , a 1 , a 2 and a 3 are polynomial coefficients. We used the IDL platform (Version 8.0, Harris Corporation, Melbourne, FL, USA) to perform the interpolation process.
Generation of the DOM and CSM
Generating a DOM using hyperspectral images involves 3D reconstruction and texture building. We adopted Agisoft's PhotoScan Professional Pro (Version 1.1.6, referred to as PhotoScan in this paper), which can obtain fine reconstruction detail with high accuracy and computational efficiency [35] . A general flow of 3D reconstruction includes aligning photos and building a dense point cloud, mesh and texture. High-quality input images with no divergence, high overlaps and proper image block geometry, and so on, are needed to successfully align photos. PhotoScan requires the sharpness of every input image to exceed 0.5. The sharpness of a hyperspectral cube estimated by PhotoScan is equal to 0 for low-resolution images, whereas the average sharpness of panchromatic (PAN) images is 0.5-0.55. The sharpness of a hyperspectral cube can be improved by fusing with a PAN image; however, it will bring spectral distortion after that [48] . To keep the original spectral information, in this study, we firstly used the PAN images and the interpolated POS information to align photos, build a dense point cloud and build the 3D mesh model (see Figure 3 ), then exported a digital elevation model (DEM). Instead of building texture using PAN images, we adopted the 3D mesh model plus hyperspectral cubes to build texture and export a DEM. However, the hyperspectral cubes should first be converted to TIF format and resized to the image size of the PAN images to become 1000 × 1000 in size, then their file names were changed to the corresponding PAN images. We used the hyperspectral cubes to substitute the PAN images in PhotoScan, and PhotoScan will build the texture using the pixel values from hyperspectral cubes instead from the pixel values of PAN images. As the original pixel size of a hyperspectral cube was twenty-times larger than the pixel size of the PAN image, the default output pixel size was estimated from the PAN images. To avoid data redundancy, the output pixel size should be set to 20-times larger than the value estimated by PhotoScan. The detailed processes for generating hyperspectral DOM are described in Figure 3 , which also includes the steps to interpolate the POS information of hyperspectral cubes. The images from DSC-QX100 were also processed using PhotoScan to generate DOM and DEM according to standard processing steps that included aligning photos, building dense point cloud, building mesh, building texture and exporting DOM and DEM.
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(PAN) images is 0.5-0.55. The sharpness of a hyperspectral cube can be improved by fusing with a PAN image; however, it will bring spectral distortion after that [48] . To keep the original spectral information, in this study, we firstly used the PAN images and the interpolated POS information to align photos, build a dense point cloud and build the 3D mesh model (see Figure 3 ), then exported a digital elevation model (DEM). Instead of building texture using PAN images, we adopted the 3D mesh model plus hyperspectral cubes to build texture and export a DEM. However, the hyperspectral cubes should first be converted to TIF format and resized to the image size of the PAN images to become 1000 × 1000 in size, then their file names were changed to the corresponding PAN images. We used the hyperspectral cubes to substitute the PAN images in PhotoScan, and PhotoScan will build the texture using the pixel values from hyperspectral cubes instead from the pixel values of PAN images. As the original pixel size of a hyperspectral cube was twenty-times larger than the pixel size of the PAN image, the default output pixel size was estimated from the PAN images. To avoid data redundancy, the output pixel size should be set to 20-times larger than the value estimated by PhotoScan. The detailed processes for generating hyperspectral DOM are described in Figure 3 , which also includes the steps to interpolate the POS information of hyperspectral cubes. The images from DSC-QX100 were also processed using PhotoScan to generate DOM and DEM according to standard processing steps that included aligning photos, building dense point cloud, building mesh, building texture and exporting DOM and DEM. The DEM was exported from PhotoScan and used to generate a CSM, which represents the ups and downs of crop height. However, a digital terrain model (DTM) representing the soil surface is needed to get the CSM. About 156 discrete points evenly distributed over the research area were used to indicate the altitude of the soil surface and interpolate the DTM. The x-y coordinates and corresponding altitudes of selected points were extracted from the DEM. We interpolated the DTM using ArcGIS software (Version 9.3, ESRI Inc., Redlands, CA, USA) with linear kriging as the The DEM was exported from PhotoScan and used to generate a CSM, which represents the ups and downs of crop height. However, a digital terrain model (DTM) representing the soil surface is needed to get the CSM. About 156 discrete points evenly distributed over the research area were used to indicate the altitude of the soil surface and interpolate the DTM. The x-y coordinates and corresponding altitudes of selected points were extracted from the DEM. We interpolated the DTM using ArcGIS software (Version 9.3, ESRI Inc., Redlands, CA, USA) with linear kriging as the interpolation method. We acquired the CSM by subtracting the DTM from the DEM. The crop heights of sampling plots were extracted from the CSM with the zonal statistics tool in ArcGIS, using the shape file of sampling plots and average values.
Spectral Calibration and Radiometric Calibration
Spectral Calibration
Change in spectral calibration parameters can largely affect the quality of hyperspectral data. Many studies have suggested that small shifts in spectral calibration parameters can lead to noticeable deviations in corresponding reflectance and other derived physical variables, especially in spectral regions affected by sharp gaseous absorption [37] . Accurate spectral calibration is essential for further application of the raw hyperspectral data. In precision agriculture, accurate spectral calibration contributes significantly to the discovery and quantitative analysis of the absorption and reflectance features of vegetation. Spectral calibration is employed to determine the wavelength corresponding to every image band. Spectral calibration can also be used to calculate the FWHM of every band, which determines the spectral resolution of the hyperspectral sensor. The spectral calibration of the UHD 185 imaging spectrometer was conducted in a factory test; however, wavelengths may shift over time, and recalibration is needed.
The UHD 185 was exposed to the HG-1 light source to collect a hyperspectral cube. The wavelength of each band was calibrated based on a linear function representing the relationship between wavelengths of the light source and the corresponding spectral bands of the hyperspectral cube, as described in Equation (11):
where i denotes the serial number for every band, λ i is the wavelength of band i, i is the wavelength of the first band and a 1 is a coefficient. The least squares adjustment method was adopted because the number of known recognized spectral wavelengths exceeded the number of function parameters.
Radiometric Calibration and Verification
We introduced two radiometric calibration methods (Equations (12) and (13)). In Equation (8), MR i,j,λ represents the relative reflectance, whose reference is the standard calibration panel; however, absolute reflectance is needed for comparison with reflectance products acquired from other sensors. To obtain absolute reflectance, we multiplied the DOM by the reflectance of the standard calibration panel, Re f panel λ . To eliminate other sensor-related or atmospheric effects, we designed another radiometric calibration method using another ground reference object MR w λ (Equation (13)).
where Re f i,j,λ , Re f i, j, λ represent the reflectance image after radiometric calibration, MR i,j,λ is the DOM after correcting the RRVs of the pixels, mean(MR w λ ) is the mean DN value of pixels of the reference target for calibration and Re f w λ denotes the reflectance of the reference object. Re f panel λ
and Re f w λ were resampled from the reflectance curves of the Spectralon ® panel provided by the manufacturer and a white tarp measured in the field. Spectral response functions approximated by Gaussian functions [49] were adopted for the spectral resampling. The radiometric calibration was performed using the IDL and ENVI (Version 4.8, Harris Corporation, Melbourne, FL, USA) functions. Figure 4a ,b shows the results of linear regressions for the 650-nm and 946-nm bands, respectively. Near perfect linear fits between DNs and radiance values were obtained for all spectral channels of the UHD 185 ( Figure 5 ). The coefficients of determination for all regressions were >0.998. The RRL values varied from band to band; the RRV values for spectral ranges from 470-610 nm and from 694 nm-892 nm were higher than those for other spectral regions. However, the values were significantly lower at approximately 454 nm, 638 nm and 882 nm. The RRV values in Figure 5 were calculated from regressions of pooled average mean values versus the corresponding radiance intensities of all bands; the linearity for a single pixel may vary across a specific band. Figure 4a ,b shows the results of linear regressions for the 650-nm and 946-nm bands, respectively. Near perfect linear fits between DNs and radiance values were obtained for all spectral channels of the UHD 185 ( Figure 5 ). The coefficients of determination for all regressions were >0.998. The RRL values varied from band to band; the RRV values for spectral ranges from 470-610 nm and from 694 nm-892 nm were higher than those for other spectral regions. However, the values were significantly lower at approximately 454 nm, 638 nm and 882 nm. The RRV values in Figure 5 were calculated from regressions of pooled average mean values versus the corresponding radiance intensities of all bands; the linearity for a single pixel may vary across a specific band. The radiometric response variation for different bands was significantly lower (<0.01) after performing the correction (Figure 6 ). Visible vignetting effects and image strips were evident in uncorrected hyperspectral cubes (Figure 7(a1) ). In (Figure 7(a2) ), radiometric response variation was eliminated in corrected cubes, and no apparent brightness gradients or image strips were apparent. The DN values were more randomly distributed after correction, and the range of radiometric 1   454  474  494  514  534  554  574  594  614  634  654  674  694  714  734  754  774  794  814  834  854  874  894  914 Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 642 10 of 21 Figure 4a ,b shows the results of linear regressions for the 650-nm and 946-nm bands, respectively. Near perfect linear fits between DNs and radiance values were obtained for all spectral channels of the UHD 185 ( Figure 5 ). The coefficients of determination for all regressions were >0.998. The RRL values varied from band to band; the RRV values for spectral ranges from 470-610 nm and from 694 nm-892 nm were higher than those for other spectral regions. However, the values were significantly lower at approximately 454 nm, 638 nm and 882 nm. The RRV values in Figure 5 were calculated from regressions of pooled average mean values versus the corresponding radiance intensities of all bands; the linearity for a single pixel may vary across a specific band. The radiometric response variation for different bands was significantly lower (<0.01) after performing the correction (Figure 6 ). Visible vignetting effects and image strips were evident in uncorrected hyperspectral cubes (Figure 7(a1) ). In (Figure 7(a2) ), radiometric response variation was eliminated in corrected cubes, and no apparent brightness gradients or image strips were apparent. The DN values were more randomly distributed after correction, and the range of radiometric 1   454  474  494  514  534  554  574  594  614  634  654  674  694  714  734  754  774  794  814  834  854  874  894  914  934 RRL Wavelength (nm) Figure 5 . Linearity of pixel responses for all bands.
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The radiometric response variation for different bands was significantly lower (<0.01) after performing the correction (Figure 6 ). Visible vignetting effects and image strips were evident in uncorrected hyperspectral cubes (Figure 7(a1) ). In (Figure 7(a2) ), radiometric response variation was eliminated in corrected cubes, and no apparent brightness gradients or image strips were apparent. The DN values were more randomly distributed after correction, and the range of radiometric response variation narrowed from 0.70-1.15 to 0.95-1.04. This suggested that the radiometric response for each pixel was approximatively linear, and MR i,j,λ was close to a constant for each pixel. (a1) (a2) (b1) (b2) Figure 7 . Radiometric response variation maps and corresponding frequency histograms for uncorrected (a1,b1) and corrected (a2,b2) images (550 nm). (a1) (a2) (b1) (b2) Figure 7 . Radiometric response variation maps and corresponding frequency histograms for uncorrected (a1,b1) and corrected (a2,b2) images (550 nm). Figure 7 . Radiometric response variation maps and corresponding frequency histograms for uncorrected (a1,b1) and corrected (a2,b2) images (550 nm).
Generated DOM and CSM
Interpolated POS, Generated DOM and CSM
POS items recorded by the INS displayed regular patterns for different flight strips and could be simulated by specific mathematical models (Figure 8(a1,b1,c1,d1,e1,e2) ), except for altitude, whose values do not vary stably around the mean value of 116.5 m (Figure 8(e1) ). Thus, only linear or non-linear fits for POS items in the first flight strip are presented. Because the UAV flew in an approximately east-west direction, longitude varied significantly in a single flight strip. The R 2 of the fit for the first flight strip was 0.999 (Figure 8(a2) ). The latitude within a single flight strip did not change significantly with longitude, and accordingly, the R 2 of the linear fit for the first flight strip was not as high as that for longitude (Figure 8(b2) ). Pitch was represented by a cubic polynomial model, which resulted in a high R 2 (Figure 8(c2) ). Roll was also modeled with a cubic polynomial curve, but the R 2 for the first strip was only 0.4572 (Figure 8(d2) ). Yaw angle was relatively stable for all flight strips and varied around a fixed value.
No evident cavities or geometric distortions were in the UHD 185 DOM (Figure 9a ). The pixel size of the orthomosaic is about 0.25 m, with the storage space occupied, is approximately 13.1 MB, and the field range is 85.8 m × 34.1 m. Boundaries around the research units (approximately 7 m × 5 m) are clear and easy to distinguish. A DOM derived from PAN images, for which the pixel size was about 0.01 m, was also exported. Figure 9b shows the DOM generated from digital RGB images, and the pixel size of it is about 0.01 m. Figure 10 shows that for the generated crop CSM, there were significant differences among sampling plots.
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No evident cavities or geometric distortions were in the UHD 185 DOM (Figure 9a ). The pixel size of the orthomosaic is about 0.25 m, with the storage space occupied, is approximately 13.1 MB, and the field range is 85.8 m × 34.1 m. Boundaries around the research units (approximately 7 m × 5 m) are clear and easy to distinguish. A DOM derived from PAN images, for which the pixel size was about 0.01 m, was also exported. Figure 9b shows the DOM generated from digital RGB images, and the pixel size of it is about 0.01 m. Figure 10 shows that for the generated crop CSM, there were significant differences among sampling plots. 
Precision Verification
The accuracy of interpolated POS information for hyperspectral images was accessed by comparison of geometric differences between DOMs generated from digital RGB images and hyperspectral images. The greyscale images shared the same spatial range with the UHD 185 hyperspectral cubes, but had higher spatial resolution. We performed the comparison using DOM generated from PAN images rather than hyperspectral cubes.
Because we did not use ground control points (GCPs), the absolute location accuracy and vertical accuracy of the generated DOM and DEM were significantly lower than the relative accuracy [50] . We evaluated the relative geometric accuracy by comparing the lengths of eight ground features (e.g., tarps, equipment boxes and solar panels) measured from DOMs generated from the PAN images and digital RGB images. Figure 11a shows the differences between the eight group lengths measured from the digital camera and PAN DOMs. The maximum discrepancy was less than 0.05 m, and the RMSE was 0.0035 m. The DEM-derived and field-measured crop heights of 48 sampling plots were strongly correlated, with a determination coefficient of 0.680 and RMSE of 0.069 m (Figure 11b ). The maximum discrepancy was 18.02 cm, while the minimum was below 1 cm. However, the DEM-derived crop heights were generally lower than the field-measured values. 
Spectral Calibration
Peaks in the spectral curve of the pre-calibrated UHD 185 slightly lagged behind the corresponding emission lines of the Hg-Ar calibration source, (Figure 12 ). The FWHM of the UHD Figure 10 . Generated surface crop model (CSM) and shape file for sampling plots (red rectangles).
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Spectral Calibration
Peaks in the spectral curve of the pre-calibrated UHD 185 slightly lagged behind the corresponding emission lines of the Hg-Ar calibration source, (Figure 12 ). The FWHM of the UHD 
Peaks in the spectral curve of the pre-calibrated UHD 185 slightly lagged behind the corresponding emission lines of the Hg-Ar calibration source, (Figure 12 ). The FWHM of the UHD 185 showed an increasing trend (from 4 nm-28 nm): the longer the wavelength, the larger the FWHM and the lower the spectral resolution. We chose six evident radiometric peaks of the Hg-Ar calibration source and employed a linear model for the calibration. The wavelengths of the bands (nm) were calculated using a linear model, and the result is shown in Equation (14), where B i represents the wavelength of band i (R 2 = 0.999). There were only some slight changes compared from previous wavelengths (1 nm). Considering the relatively large FWHMs, these changes in wavelength could be neglected, and the wavelength of UHD 185 was stable. 185 showed an increasing trend (from 4 nm-28 nm): the longer the wavelength, the larger the FWHM and the lower the spectral resolution. We chose six evident radiometric peaks of the Hg-Ar calibration source and employed a linear model for the calibration. The wavelengths of the bands (nm) were calculated using a linear model, and the result is shown in Equation (14), where represents the wavelength of band (R 2 = 0.999). There were only some slight changes compared from previous wavelengths (1 nm). Considering the relatively large FWHMs, these changes in wavelength could be neglected, and the wavelength of UHD 185 was stable. 
Radiometric Calibration Evaluation
The calibration based on Equation (13) performed better than the other method, especially for near-infrared bands ( Figure 13 ). The reflectance curves calibrated using Equation (12) were significantly lower than the ones measured by the ASD Field Spec Pro spectrometer within the infrared region from 722 nm-950 nm and dropped quickly after 882 nm. The reflectance curves calibrated based on Equation (13) exhibited robust results, and discrepancies between reflectance values derived from calibrated images and the ASD Field Spec Pro spectrometer were less than 4% from 500-950 nm for the green tarp. For celery, discrepancies were less than 3% between 458 nm and 910 nm, except for the 758-766-nm region, where atmospheric absorption at approximately 760 nm could be seen in the field-measured reflectance curve, but was not significant in the reflectance curve derived from the calibrated image and the discrepancies within 910-950 nm up to 3-5%. 454  478  502  526  546  570  586  610  634  658  682  702  722  742  762  778  798  814  834  854  878  902  922 
The calibration based on Equation (13) performed better than the other method, especially for near-infrared bands ( Figure 13 ). The reflectance curves calibrated using Equation (12) were significantly lower than the ones measured by the ASD Field Spec Pro spectrometer within the infrared region from 722 nm-950 nm and dropped quickly after 882 nm. The reflectance curves calibrated based on Equation (13) exhibited robust results, and discrepancies between reflectance values derived from calibrated images and the ASD Field Spec Pro spectrometer were less than 4% from 500-950 nm for the green tarp. For celery, discrepancies were less than 3% between 458 nm and 910 nm, except for the 758-766-nm region, where atmospheric absorption at approximately 760 nm could be seen in the field-measured reflectance curve, but was not significant in the reflectance curve derived from the calibrated image and the discrepancies within 910-950 nm up to 3-5%.
(a) (b) Figure 13 . Reflectance of a green tarp (a) and celery (b), representative of green vegetation; C1 stands for reflectance curves calibrated according to Equation (12); C2 represents reflectance curves calibrated according to Equation (13).
Discussion
We described a method for generating a DOM from hyperspectral images taken with a snapshot camera and accurately converting DN counts to meaningful reflectance values. The proposed method resolves the contradiction between the low spatial resolution of hyperspectral cubes and the need to mosaic them together to form a panoramic DOM with 125 spectral bands. Large data size is a main obstacle restricting the application of hyperspectral imaging data. The low spatial resolution DOM generated in this research is suited for further analyses and applications. Precise radiometric calibration is necessary to obtain reliable reflectance data from hyperspectral images. To perform precise radiometric calibration, we considered and evaluated spectral deviation, RRL, RRV and other factors that may result in radiometric deviations. Deviation of ground feature reflectance curves is caused by diverse factors, and it is difficult to correct them all. However, the primary causes of deviations were considered and removed to obtain reliable data.
We also introduced a method for interpolating POS information of hyperspectral images. The POS information of hyperspectral data was used to obtain a geometrically-registered DOM. The generated DOM and DEM from PAN and digital camera images were compared to determine their relative geometric deviations, which indicated the accuracy of interpolated POS data. Compared with GCPs, the POS information acquired from the GPS and IMU modules is easier to access and use. PAN images were used to construct a 3D mesh model to mosaic together low spatial resolution hyperspectral cubes, providing an effective way to generate DOMs from snapshot hyperspectral cubes. This method establishes a foundation for the application of miniaturized snapshot hyperspectral cameras.
Spectral and Radiometric Calibration
The aim of spectral calibration is to evaluate and eliminate spectral deviations of the UHD 185, which can cause errors when searching for ground absorption features such as absorption peaks of blue and red light from chlorophyll and the red-edge position of green vegetation. We employed a linear model instead of a polynomial fitting model because only several sample points identified as FWHM values were high, especially in the near-infrared spectral range.
RRL is a fundamental performance factor for hyperspectral images; the higher the RRL, the more stable the radiometric response. High RRL for a hyperspectral image is necessary to achieve robust calibration results. The RRL values for all bands of the UHD 185 exceeded 0.998. The RRV within hyperspectral bands is also a key factor for obtaining a robust calibration result. We found significant variations for UHD 185 bands; after the correction, variations were almost zero, indicating that the proposed method was effective for correcting these variations. The calibration method is easy to 
Discussion
Spectral and Radiometric Calibration
RRL is a fundamental performance factor for hyperspectral images; the higher the RRL, the more stable the radiometric response. High RRL for a hyperspectral image is necessary to achieve robust calibration results. The RRL values for all bands of the UHD 185 exceeded 0.998. The RRV within hyperspectral bands is also a key factor for obtaining a robust calibration result. We found significant variations for UHD 185 bands; after the correction, variations were almost zero, indicating that the proposed method was effective for correcting these variations. The calibration method is easy to implement and requires the hyperspectral cube of a reference object with relatively homogeneous reflective characteristics. This suggests that the radiometric response is linear for a single pixel, and the variation can be removed after determining the band ratio.
Two radiometric methods were adopted to produce hyperspectral data with absolute reflectance. The first calibration method (Equation (12)) did not generate ideal results. The second calibration method (Equation (13)) eliminated sensor-derived and the atmospheric effects to some extent. However, other factors may influence the precision of radiometric calibration. We did not consider sensor temperature, which may be relevant to the DC [51] . Aasen [46] evaluated the impact of temperature changes after initiation of the UHD 185 and found that DC values increased over time. However, band differences in the DC did not significantly change. To avoid the impact of temperature, we preheated the sensor for more than 10 min before collecting data. Furthermore, there were some obvious fluctuations in the near-infrared spectral region after radiometric calibration, which were caused by the sensor (Figure 14) . However, this effect can be reduced by using the mean spectrum of ROI to generate the DOM.
Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 642 17 of 21 implement and requires the hyperspectral cube of a reference object with relatively homogeneous reflective characteristics. This suggests that the radiometric response is linear for a single pixel, and the variation can be removed after determining the band ratio. Two radiometric methods were adopted to produce hyperspectral data with absolute reflectance. The first calibration method (Equation (12)) did not generate ideal results. The second calibration method (Equation (13)) eliminated sensor-derived and the atmospheric effects to some extent. However, other factors may influence the precision of radiometric calibration. We did not consider sensor temperature, which may be relevant to the DC [51] . Aasen [46] evaluated the impact of temperature changes after initiation of the UHD 185 and found that DC values increased over time. However, band differences in the DC did not significantly change. To avoid the impact of temperature, we preheated the sensor for more than 10 min before collecting data. Furthermore, there were some obvious fluctuations in the near-infrared spectral region after radiometric calibration, which were caused by the sensor (Figure 14) . However, this effect can be reduced by using the mean spectrum of ROI to generate the DOM. 
Generated Hyperspectral DOM and DEM
Because the UHD 185 hyperspectral cubes were composed of 50 × 50 pixels, they were not sharp enough for DOM generation. Therefore, PAN images were used to help mosaic together the cubes. PAN images coupled with POS information were needed to generate a georeferenced 3D mesh model. Relative position and orientation can be inferred from the images using existing algorithms, but the orientation information recorded by the INS deployed on the UAV has limited accuracy. Input position and orientation information were treated as primary POS information, and these parameters were optimized with high accuracy during the geometric correction of PAN images. POS information indicated that the relative positions of images are useful for the alignment of PAN images when building a 3D mesh model. Furthermore, the longitude, latitude and altitude values of images are also needed to generate the DEM, which is the source data for the CSM. The CSM was generated by subtracting the DEM from the DTM, which was produced by interpolating discrete ground altitude values. Hence, both the accuracy of the DEM and interpolation process influenced the accuracy of crop height.
The calculated crop heights were lower than field-measured values, which might account for that they were from the mean value of the sampling plots from the image, and heights for soil pixel were also included. 
The calculated crop heights were lower than field-measured values, which might account for that they were from the mean value of the sampling plots from the image, and heights for soil pixel were also included.
Potential Advantages of Snapshot Hyperspectral Cameras Coupled with Other Imaging Sensors
A miniature hyperspectral sensor can be complemented by other sensors that are suited for UAV deployment. Chance [52] combined the attributes of hyperspectral imagery and LiDAR for invasive shrub mapping. Rischbeck fused hyperspectral, thermal and canopy height parameters to predict the yield of spring barley [53] . Nasrabadi fused SAR and hyperspectral data for the detection of mines [54] . However, few studies have focused on the integration of hyperspectral sensors and other types of sensors on a UAV platform due to the difficulty of obtaining geometrically-and radiometrically-reliable hyperspectral data from UAVs. Potential approaches include combining hyperspectral information with structural information derived from other sensors, such as commercial digital cameras mounted on UAVs. Commercial digital cameras have been widely used in low altitude photogrammetry due to their low cost and easy deployment. Commercial photogrammetric software such as PhotoScan, Pix4D Mapper and ENVI One Button are available to build 3D models with high fidelity and spatial resolution. Compared with hyperspectral imaging sensors, digital cameras have fewer bands and wider FOV and can obtain photos with a greater degree of overlap in and across the flight direction. The DOM and DEM [55] derived from camera photos store information about crop structure such as texture, height and density, which are useful for crop biomass and cover degree inversions and the determination of variation in spatial distributions of crops. After performing accurate image geo-registration, hyperspectral-and digital camera-derived DOMs exhibit spatial consistency, thus enabling point-to-point analysis. This will improve the accuracy of crop physiology, biochemistry and structural parameter estimations when incorporating spectral information with structural information derived from digital cameras.
Conclusions
We presented preprocessing steps for hyperspectral images acquired from a snapshot hyperspectral sensor. We evaluated the spectral deviation, radiometric response linearity and radiometric response variation of the CCD of the hyperspectral sensor. The results indicated that the CCD of the hyperspectral sensor exhibited a noticeable vignetting effect and strips. Measures were taken to correct the spectral deviation and radiometric response variation. The radiometric response variation was significantly eliminated after the correction. The UHD 185 hyperspectral sensor has advantages regarding imaging efficiency. We implemented two radiometric calibration methods and evaluated the results by comparing spectra of ground features measured with an ASD with spectra derived from calibrated images. Robust calibration results were achieved after the spectral and radiometric calibration, and there was no significant bias for calibrated images; discrepancies were below 5% for all bands. By employing PAN images with higher spatial resolution, hyperspectral cubes with lower spatial resolution could be mosaicked together without apparent image distortions. A method to calculate the POS information of hyperspectral images was introduced. The geometric accuracy was evaluated by comparing the DOM and DEM generated by conventional UAV photogrammetry with those for a commercial digital camera; the relative horizontal difference was less than 0.05 m. The absolute vertical difference reached up to 2.0 m; the relative vertical difference was low; and the correlation was 0.986 for 48 sampling plots. Crop height for 48 sampling plots was extracted from the DEM generated by PAN images, and the determination coefficient was 0.680 for the regression of these values with field-measured data.
The preprocessing portfolio proposed in this paper was proven to be robust, reliable, time effective and resource efficient. Advantages to using snapshot hyperspectral imagers include a significant increase in light collection efficiency, lack of scanning artifacts and increased robustness or compactness due to the lack of moving components. This type of hyperspectral sensor, which captures both PAN images and hyperspectral cubes, will perform better in future applications if the hardware compatibility and spatial-spectral resolutions are continuously improved.
